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CONTENT REPORTS 

I. GENERAL  INTRODUCTION TO STUDY VISITS IN EUROPE 

1. Introduction 

Time: from 24/09/2018 to 28/09/2018 

Location: locations in Hamburg city 

The journey tour is as follows: 

Date Journey 

Monday, 24th Sep 2018 HAW – Berliner Tor Campus 

Tuesday, 25th Sep 2018 HAW – Energy campus Bergedorf 

Wednesday, 26th Sep 2018 City of Hamburg 

Thursday, 27th Sep 2018 Wind Energy Expo Hamburg 

2. Purpose of visiting 

- Find out about issues related to sustainable smart city building 

- Learn and learn new knowledge and technology in Hamburg 

- Learn about developments in building smart cities. 

II. INTRODUCTION  

1. Introduction to HAMBURG 

Hamburg is Germany’s second largest city and one of the cultural and commercial 

centers of northern Germany. Hamburg is among the top 10 smart cities in Europe. It is 

the fastest growing port city in Europe and is home to many professionals and engineers. 

Hamburg is also known as the beautiful and prosperous port city of Germany. It is one of 

Germany's major traffic hubs and is also the largest transshipment port in the world. 

Today, the structural change has made Hamburg a center of scientific innovation in 

economics and finance. About Education and Research, Hamburg is the center of a 

number of well-known educational institutions, research institutes and research centers in 

Europe and around the world. 

2. Introduction to HAW 
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Hamburg University of Applied Sciences 

Hamburg University of Applied Sciences (HAW Hamburg) is one of the largest of 

its kind in Germany and founded in 1970. Today, with four faculties, the university offers 

a wide range of Bachelor’s and Master’s programmes in engineering, IT, life sciences, 

design and media as well as business and social sciences. 

III. CONTENT OF VISITING HAMBURG  CITY, GERMANY 

1. Day 1: Monday, 24th Sep 2018 

Visiting and meeting Prof. Franz and some other doctors. Prof. Franz instructed 

and introduced HAW University through the first meeting. My teachers and students 

expressed appreciation for the warm, friendly and kind receiving from HAW. We also 

heard about the school's curriculum and attended lecture. The teaching program combines 

with interesting experiments, exciting hours, students were quite active in building class. 

In addition, we also visited battery research lab, smart home lab, acoustic labs, ... The 

learning environment was very good, giving opportunities for new ideas to develop. 

School meals were also of great interest, healthy food, and full of energy continue to 

work. Students could choose the foods they preferred. The canteen of HAW is clean and 

comfortable. 
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Some lab 

      

Work place 

 

2. Day 2: Tuesday, 25th Sep 2018 

Visit the homes of solar power and the systems that use electricity. Understand the 

power supply system used for vehicles such as electric bicycles, electric cars, etc. We also 

visited the solar power plant and explained the structure of the power plant's operation to 

the households. 

The HAWBURG FLAKTURM VI - HAMBURG ENERGIE installed a power 

plant using renewable forms of energy, with a large heat reservoir. This supplies the 

Reiherstieg district with climate-friendly heat, while feeding renewable power into the 

Hamburg distribution grid. 
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3. Day 3: Wednesday, 26th Sep 2018 

We were instructed how to use the public transport and enjoyed the bus tour quite 

interesting. There are quite several public transports serving the needs of the people and 

quite a few people walking on the road. Public transport is available online and can be 

purchased directly at the ticket office. Many trains travel throughout the city, the routes 

are scientifically planned and easy for the user. We also visited Hafen city, cruised to 

harbor with several beautiful architecture scenes of HAMBURG. This is Germany's 

largest harbor, an ideal location for the port facility with warehouses and transport 

facilities. The port is very beautiful, there are services for tourists such as cruise ship on 

the port, entertainment services, ... 

Hafen city is one of the prominent urban development projects in the country, the 

city space combined with many different areas: work, housing, culture, entertainment, 
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tourism. It is built in accordance with high quality standards, combined with the purpose 

of using demand for sustainable urban ecology. The large green area is used for many 

different purposes, it is the recreational opportunity of the children, adults and the 

common meeting place, increasing the relationship of neighbors. 
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4. Day 4: Thursday, 27th Sep 2018 

We visited the wind park, attended the seminar and the exhibition of new products. 

Visiting the Global Wind Energy Exhibition Summit in Hamburg, we found the 

equipments and goods at the exhibit booths were not only serving human requirements 

but also saving energy, minimizing CO2 emissions to the environment such as: wind 

turbine engines, automatic wind turbine, ... 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

During the excursion tour in Hamburg, Germany, we have learned a lot of 

knowledge and seen the development of HAMBURG city. We hope to continue to learn 

and apply those in my country to build the smart sustainable cities, contributing to 

environmental protection. 
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